Abstract-Zero-Error type of Chebyshev polynomials is one of Chebyshev polynomials extensions, it focus on "the zero error" and "the maximum absolute error minimization".
I. QUESTIONS RAISED
The optimal approximation elaboration originates from the machine design. In Chebyshev article "Involved Parallelogram Mechanical Principles" in 1857, he assumed the ideal design of the machine moved with () yx curvilinear motion, but the trajectory of the actual manufacturing of the machine movement path was () fx, The optimal uniform approximation polynomials was the polynomials of the machines were designed to scale to achieve the minimum. Chebyshev proved a series of nature of optimal uniform approximation polynomials,introduced Chebyshev interleaved group and symbol discrimination law, and proved such polynomials was the optimal uniform approximation polynomials.
A change process cannot be no error, a big erroneous appearance often follows some kind of risk oncoming.Chebyshev optimal approximation to the maximum error of the change process is minimized, so as to minimize risk.
A process of change exists the beginning point to the end point, whether doesn't have any error to start accurately from the beginning, also does not have any error to arrive the end point accurately, this is an important topic on the optimal approximation. However we will find, because in Chebyshev polynomials the beginning and the end point error all is maximum, this makes us unable to start from the beginning point, also unable to reach the terminal point. So when takes the beginning point and end point as a ideal point of "no-error" or "zero error" to deal with , needs to carry on the promotion to Chebyshev optimal approximation principle.
For promotion of Chebyshev polynomials, [1] gave two new classes of Chebyshev polynomials and called the third, the fourth kind of Chebyshev polynomials; [2] provided predictive type of Chebyshev polynomials; [3] studied on the best uniform approximation polynomial of Cosine Function type; [4] discussed nonlinear Chebyshev solution realization question; [5] gave some application in the calculation of absolute and relative methods.
Chebyshev polynomials ( ) cos( arccos ) n T x n x  defined in the interval [ Tx at the end point 1 is the maximum error, if we want that the error of the target point is as small as possible, or even no error, then () n Tx polynomials is given exactly precisely the opposite result, at the end the error will be the largest. 3) () n Tx at the endpoint -1 and 1 are the maximum or minimum value errors, but not extreme points, so the curve will not turn round. The change of curve outside [ 1, 1]  continues by the monotone increasing way, this will cause with the extrapolation method establishment forecast error, the erroneous value to be bigger than the endpoint error, namely will be bigger than the biggest absolute value error in the sector [ 1, 1]  . 4) Therefore may believe that () n Tx polynomials is suitable generally for the description which changes in the sector ( , ) ab , but not suitable for decrypting the situation of zero-error endpoints, also not suitable for forecasting outside the sector [ , ] ab . is the same; (2) the maximum and minimum value is the same, the maximum value is 1, the minimum value is -1;(3) the staggered nature is the same, the () n Sx curve extreme point also appear in the positive and negative interaction form.
The so-called different place includes: the () n Sx at the endpoint of the curve -1 and 1 is zero, in the article is called "the zero-error" point, is exactly opposite with the () n Tx curve, is a process from the zero-error beginning to the zero-error ending. 6) Looked from the () n Sx curve change, if with the extrapolated method establishment forecast, may infer outside point 1 has a sector, in this sector forecast error could not be bigger than the most greatly absolute error, thus will cause the prediction to become knowable and controllable. Such idea source in one kind of supposition: 1) the beginning of change is the zero-error point;
2) The process is according to the maximum absolute deviation minimized; 3) The goal achieved point is the ideal zero-error point; 4) The prediction is possible within a certain range.
It is well known, Chebyshev polynomials form is only, but Fig. 1 
The solutions to this equation are called Chebyshev's zero-error type polynomials, simply expressed as ZChebyshev polynomials and indicated with symbol () n Sx.
Proof: By setting 
Proof: by the Definition 1 of recursive relationship, (2) or (3) 
The graphs of these polynomials (up to n = 5) are shown in Fig. 1 (red 
in turn make () n Sx polynomials obtain the maximum value 1 and minimum value -1. Nature 3 (coefficient) In the interval [ 
This is Chebyshev's zero error type optimal approximation question, simply expressed as Z-Chebyshev optimal approximation question.
Theorem 2 The () sx is the () yx Z-Chebyshev polynomials full essential condition is that the () sx at the end of [ , ] ab have 2 zero-error points, in ( , ) ab there are at least n turns into "positive" and "negative" phase deviation points, altogether have 2 n  points 1 2 2 ... 
Step 3. Through a linear equations that constituted by n derivative-equation can obtain the solution: the 
Step 4 Step 5. Duplicate above computation, until parameter iterative error ( 1) ( ) It can be seen that within about 7% outside [0, 1] , the prediction is knowable and controllable.
IV. CURVE FITTING METHOD

A. Overview When ( , )
fx a is the parameter 
B. No solution or Unusual Solutions
In this paper what to discuss Z-Minimax curve fitting is the ideal or more ideal conditions, but actually is far from complex. For discrete data obtained from scientific experiments, have greater randomness and discreteness, as well as measurement error, Chebyshev on the parameters 01 ( , ,..., ) n a a a  a solution may not be set up. For instance, non-interleaved group Chebyshev solution is an unusual solution, the maximum or minimum error is a non positive and negative stagger, but the approximation solution still exists, this often may appear in nonlinear function class optimal approximation.
To simplify the discussion, the article special provisions that about the parameter a solution is the existence, do not expand on the discussion on non-solutions or unusual solutions, for this type of problem is more complex, to be in another paper commenced. 
C. Z-Minimax Curve Fitting Method
Definition 3 For a given m discrete set of data 275 International Journal of Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 3, No. 3, June 2013 ( , ) 1,2,..., ii x y i m  , takes curve fitting equation
D. Mathematical Model
Richards model was in 1959 Richards in the von
Bertalanffy growth model based on the generalized treatment of new growth model with 4 parameters, each parameter's reasonableness is very important in the biology [6] , [7] . To simplify the expression, here represented by 
E. Curve Fitting Error
For curve fitting, the commonly used curve fitting error expresses the curve fitting result fit and unfit quality, also is called "mean absolute percentage error", defined as: 
A. Overview
In the world economic adjustment transformation, almost all the countries take the census work seriously, the development of population census become internationally eye focus. The census provides a clearer picture of the population structure, quality, helps stabilizing economy development in a long run.
Also, it promotes the comprehensive developmen has a very important significance. Using curve fitting method to processing population data may find the population change certain rules, and will forecast the future population development possible tendency and quantity. The census once every 10 years, due to a high degree of attention, the data obtained with certain accuracy. The census year population data as ideal for zeroerror data, the variation of the population between the two census years, uses the curve fitting method to explore. The Z-Chebyshev optimal approximation criterion is a good criterion in many curve fitting criterions. It will have a maximum error minimization throughout the process, and give a knowable and controllable prediction for the future change. In the analysis of results, as long as it clear maximum rationality, then in this section of scope changes the rationality of rule may easily be established.
According In the 
